This derivative process {vt, t >-0} plays a f undamental role in the ergodic theory of solution flows of stochastic differential equations, in particular in the def inition of Lyapunov exponents and so in related questions of stability e.g. see [E3] . It also contains geometrical and topological information : : see [K] and (E21. Here we consider the conditional expectation x E{v of vt with respect to the 03C3-algebra Fxt := : 0 ~ s ~ t}.
By definition, this will be another process over {x : : Note : As Michel Emery pointed out, the def inition (3) does not depend on the choice of the connection. Indeed, the "difference" //t between two parallel transports is a linear operation' from T x M into itself, which is meax x surable with respect to ,,-; ; hence, it commutes with conditional expectations. °W e will also consider analogously defined conditional expectations for certain processes of vectors. Our main result is that for gradient Brownian systems with drift, this conditional expectation gives the Hessian flow, see 1E21, or the Weitzenbock flow for q-vectors. In a corollary, the results in tE2] on topological obstructions to moment stability for gradient systems are considerably strengthened. We identify the conditional distribution for 1-dimensional Brownian flows. We also give more limited results for more general Brownian systems on Ricci flat. constant curvature, and other Riemannian manifolds.
2. Preliminaries. .
A -Suppose M is Riemannian and compact for simplicity. We will use its Levi-Civita connection. Suppose that the differential generator for (1) is 2 1 D + . where the vector f ield AX will l be given by Then, n(ut) = xt and ut so that, for t ~ 0, u x F-t = F-t.
Def ine a Brownian motion on Rn by 9 -t u _ 1 X(x )dB 
When (1) In this case, ( 1 ) has generator 1 2 0 + A.
As an example, for the standard inclusion of S1 in R2, the corresponding equation (1) 
where eq = -(dd~ + d~d) is the Hodge Laplacian (with probabilist's sign convention) and Rq is the zero order operator on q-forms : y
0~ be a solution flow for (1). It can be chosen to consist of C" diffeomorphisms of M and, in particular, has derivative flow TM ~ TM with v = TF (v) satisfying (2) for v ~ T M. As for the deterministic flows S1t , there are induced processes (~A(. ))V s > xs ds (14) by (10) )Vs > xs ds} (17) using (8) (20), and the proof of Corollary 3.23 of [ERII] . o The first part of (i) is proved in [E2] for more general systems. It should also be noted that the main results of [ERII] ("strong moment stability") then 03C01M = 0, for any stochastic flow on a compact M, ( f or the non-compact case, see f L 1 ) . (22) , This is because OX is essentially the shape operator for the submanifold and so, for S~ in R"+1 : OX(v)e = -x,e>v, v E T M, e E Rx e.g. see [E3) . Now, {~~ ; t >-0} is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion and. as for St x above, we see that it is independent of ~~ . Thus, vt is independent o 00 Comment : : So, this turns out to be rather uninteresting. However, the more general case for a gradient Brownian system : : 
